To separate the strands of a twisted rope it is not necessary to unravel them from the end. It is mechanically simpler and energetically easier to make a "transfertwist," pulling the strands apart in the middle and letting each strand twist about itself. This suggests a method of separating two twisted intertwined helical molecules without expending excessive energy. It might be an alternative to the method suggested by Delbruck.1
In particular, Figure 1 shows how transfer-twist might apply to The motive force to drive the twisting forward along the arrows in Figure 1 might come from a change of environment. Perhaps hydration or dehydration of the chains might start to be favored, leading to more hydrogen bonding, or less, per nucleotide. With hydration favored, water molecules might be added to each nucleotide as it separates from its usual bonds in passing the transfer point T in the forward direction. Once started, there would be a continual energy gain in going forward in the same direction and none in going backward. Other environmental alterations might favor similar changes in the chain structure and energy per unit length.
After separation of Al-Al', the regeneration of another duplicate from it can proceed in from the ends in reverse fashion, with the self-twisted center intwisting as fast as suitable new fragments, a3 and a3', grow and retwist around the ends.
The general features of transfer-twisting may be followed by manipulating a eration could begin simultaneously at the numerous ends of segments, E. These would also be the last points to separate.from a duplicate and the easiest points to break. Hundred-segment chains, when almost ready to separate, would appear of the order of a hundred times shorter and a hundred times wider than the extended chains and might be microscopically visible.
A rope of three or more strands may be converted by transfer-twist into two or more self-twisted strands or groups of strands, but these are not in general identical in pitch or energy with the original rope. Likewise, a one-strand helix may be pulled out at one or more points into self-twisted side arms, but these will all be double helices. While transfer-twist could be important in the transformations of one-strand molecular helices, the special facility of two-strand transformations suggests that, for all suspected helices, special attention should be paid to possible two-strand interpretations of the evidence.
Besides its possible role in self-duplication and separation, transfer-twist might serve generally to shrink long chains and to pull distant units together and also to bring together two reactants if they were associated, say, with opposite ends of the same segment in Figures 1 or 2 . It might facilitate creation of duplicates or complements even of nonhelical chain molecules if they could be associated with a trans-fer-twist helix in a noninterfering way. And it might be a reversible method, largely freed from the randomness of thermal meanderings, by which one molecule, reversing the arrows in Figures 1 and 2 , may "examine" its alien neighbors for identity or complementarity so that specificity is insured in any reaction with them.
I am indebted to Dr. Aaron Novick for much helpful criticism and discussion of' these questions.
